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SINN rEIN
1.
to

You have already seen the responses from Departments in regard
possibl~

action to limit the facilities of Sinn Fein (apart

from that of DOE, which I attach).

I undertook to provide an

assessment in a form suitable for inclusion in the forthcoming
follow-up report to the Secretary of State.
2.

" There are two aspects: (a)

the scope for action against illegal
occupation etc of property;

Cb)

the scope for displacement of Sinn Fein's
a-dvice

statutory or legitiamte

servi~esl:ly

" voJuritary' "ag"e-ncies;
Action against illegalities
3.

About a dozen instances have been identified in which Sinn

Fein advice centres are operating without proper title to the
premises and/or planning permission .

Where the premises are in

p~blic " o~hership (maihly the Housing Executive) it would be
However in almost all
: possiblein theory to seek repossession.
tases the premises seem to have been carefully chosen so as not to
"

ha~e

"

held

uphousin~

developments.

due for demolitinn shortly.

Several of the premises are

There is only one case where

repossession is actually required, and court action will be
pursued.

This will

ine~itably

take time, and will be subject to

the normal difficulties of enforcement in such areas.
4.

Dispossession is a slow process, and by no means easy to

implement.

Even if successful the maximum net effect might only

E.R~
be to enforce a change of location,

for a centre which had been

c lose d c 0 u 1 d rea d i 1 y re - 0 pen i n .a new 1 0 cat ion .
5.

Enforcemeht

instances where

diff~culties

pl~~ning

have also inhibited action in the

permission has not been sought .

It is

alsb relevant that in ; mo~tca~es there would b~ no technical
rea~on

to

refus~

plannirig

per~ission

if it were sought - ie the

use of the premises in question is compatible with the general
development control policies for the areas concerned.
6.

It appears that there would thus ' be little practical

advantage in pursuing Sinn Fein on these fronts.
the enforcement

diffic~lties,

which

which failed to

achi~ve ' results

co~ld

Bearing in mind

be severe, attempts

could be counter-productive in

drawing attention to the problem.

Departments have however been

reminded of the need to be vigilant for cases where Sinn Fein have
appropriated public property and to consider in each instance
whether there is any practical way in which their use could be
terminated.
7.

In regard to electricity supplies, Sinn Fein advice centres

seem to be generally prepared to pay their electricity bills, and
there is no scope for significant action on that front.
Alternatives to Sinn Fein
8.

The scope for boosting legitimate alternatives to Sinn Fein

in the advice and community support areas has been reviewed .

The

clear conclusion which emerges is that while increased support
could well be useful and justified in its own right - and DHSS
will shortly be submitting a policy paper to Mr Pat ten on this
subject - it does not hold out much prospect of replacing the
Sinn Fein activities.

The main reasons for this are the almost

limitless scope for welfare rights work and the skill and
efficiency with which the Sinn Fein activities are conducted .
9.

However, one specific area in which a degree of substitutions

might be achieved is in the delivery of welfare services by DHSS,
where the supply of information and advice could certainly be
impro v ed ( not least in the single payments area of Supplementary
Benefits which has received a good deal of attention from Sinn
Fein ) if manpower resoUrces permitted .

The opening later this

y~ar

of a new Social Security office in Andersonstown will itself

helpth~ sit~at{on and provides a spring-board
~o~ld

10.

from which more

be done as and when manpower becomes available.
A modest start has already been made in earmarking 40

additional posts for an improved information service in DHSS
(d~pehdent on saving~ from computerisation) but a majot effort
~ould

require a much larger input that current staffing limits

could sustain.
Conclusio,n

11.1 h6pe that paras 2 to 8 above will be suitable for your
purposes.

The largely negative conclusions are dispiriting but

probably inevitable,

~nd

reflect the facts of the situation.

My

own view is that the only scope for significant action is in the
DHSS staffing field, but even that would be uncertain of success
(in terms of Sinn Fein displacement) and would undoubtedly be
expensive.

Nonetheless if the Secretary of State wished to press

further on these points this would
12.

~robably

be

th~

area to highlight.

Copy recipients will note the DOE's intention to reorganise

the Area Officers Service, involving a withdrawal from
in West Bel fast .
of any

e~idence

lo~al

offices

This does not seem unreasonable in the absence
of significant use of these offices by the local

pu~lic ~ .

13.

I would be grateful if Departments would note the request in

para 6 above . .

P CARV1LL
CentralSec"retar iat
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